Leopold Stokowski:

Making Music Matter

April 15, 1998

with: Bernard Jacobson <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/3>
Sol Schoenbach <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/4>
Mason Jones <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/5>
John de Lancie <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/6>
Howard Scott <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/7>
Stewart Warkow <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/8>
and introduced by James Primosch <http://repository.upenn.edu/stoki_symposium/2>

Sponsored by the Friends of the Library and the Music Department of the University of Pennsylvania.